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A combined wind tunnel and computational study of grid-generated turbulence
along the centreline shows that the close to −5/3 power law signature of energy
spectra in the frequency domain originates relatively close to the grid not only where
the velocity derivative statistics become quite suddenly isotropic but also where
the turbulent fluctuating velocities are very intermittent and non-Gaussian. As the
inlet flow velocity increases, these power laws are increasingly well defined and
increasingly close to −5/3 over an increasing range of frequencies. However, this
range continuously decreases with streamwise distance from the grid even though the
local Reynolds number first increases and then decreases along the same streamwise
extent. The intermittency at the point of origin of the close to −5/3 power spectra
consists of alternations between intense vortex tube clusters with shallow broad-band
spectra and quiescent regions where the velocity fluctuations are smooth with steep
energy spectra. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4923042]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ten years after Kolmogorov’s1,2 prediction of the turbulent energy spectrum’s −5/3 wavenumber scaling, Ref. 3 launched a research activity concerned with the flow morphology underlying
this −5/3 spectrum. He noted that the spectral signature of a vortex tube has a k −1 wavenumber
range (where k is the wavenumber) whereas the spectral signature of a vortex sheet has a k −2 range.
Kolmogorov’s −5/3 lies in between and therefore Ref. 3 speculated that the inner morphology of
a turbulent fluctuation field might consist of random collections of both vortex tubes and vortex
sheets. A few years later, Ref. 4 showed that the down-scale nature of Kolmogorov’s turbulent
cascade means that vortex sheets should in some sense dominate.
Other works in this direction followed notably by Refs. 5–7. In particular, Ref. 6 proposed a
model of the small-scale turbulence structure which consists of contorted and curved vortex tubes.
Fourteen years later, Ref. 8 took a similar approach, also based on tubes, but with a spiral vortex sheet rolled up around the tube. Lundgren’s8 spiral vortex sheet combines the tube and sheet
morphologies and is consistent with the tendency of sheet-like structures to roll up. It is an approximate solution of the Navier-Stokes equation and has, when integrated over time, a power-law
energy spectrum of the form ϵ 2/3 k −5/3, where ϵ is the kinetic energy dissipation rate per unit mass.
Lundgren’s8 suggestion is that the small-scale turbulence consists of randomly distributed local
spiral vortex sheet solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation and that these local spiral vortex sheet
structures are responsible for the ϵ 2/3 k −5/3 spectrum of the turbulence. Ref. 9 showed how the k −5/3
wavenumber dependence of the energy spectrum of this vortex results from combined differential
rotation and strain averaged over time.
Turbulent energy spectra with more or less approximate −5/3 power-law ranges have, indeed,
been found in many high Reynolds number fully developed turbulent flows including turbulent
wakes, jets, channels, and boundary layers (see Ref. 10). In turbulence generated by passive grids,
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such spectra are not present far downstream where the Reynolds number has dropped to values that
are not high enough, but they are present (at least approximately) in the nearer field of such flows.
This has historically been the turbulent flow of choice for testing Kolmogorov’s theory because of
the increased statistical homogeneity that the interactions between the different wakes emanating
from the different bars on the grid can be expected to cause.
Grid-generated turbulence is a canonical flow of both fundamental and applied (turbulent mixing) importance and it is therefore worth concentrating special attention to it. In grid-generated
turbulence, along a streamwise centreline axis crossing midway between bars on the grid, the
turbulence intensity increases first till it reaches a peak at a distance x peak from the turbulence
generator and then continuously decays further downstream (see Refs. 11–14). In a sizeable streamwise portion of the decay region which corresponds to at least a few turnover times from x peak ,
the scaling of the turbulence dissipation rate has been found to be different from the well-known
Kolmogorov scaling, yet the dependence of the energy spectrum E(k) on wavenumber k is k −5/3
in a significant intermediate range of wavenumbers (see Ref. 15 and references therein). Further
downstream where the scaling of the dissipation rate suddenly becomes classical even though the
local Reynolds number has dropped to relatively low values,16–18 there is no clear Kolmogorov
signature whatsoever in the turbulent energy spectrum.18
Even though E(k) ∼ k −5/3 is not accountable to the Richardson-Kolmogorov equilibrium
cascade in the region of grid-generated turbulence where it has been observed (see Ref. 15), it must
nevertheless be related to a near-singular flow structure19,20 perhaps (though not necessarily) of the
localised kind discussed by Refs. 3 and 5–8. In this paper, we attempt to describe some of the
properties of the flow and its inner morphology at the closest centreline streamwise point to the grid
where the turbulent energy spectrum acquires a clear k −5/3. We also describe how the −5/3 range
varies with Reynolds number and streamwise distance from the grid.
Recent Direct Numerical Simulations (DNSs) by Ref. 21 have suggested that the k −5/3 wavenumber scaling of the turbulent energy spectrum has, in fact, its spatial origin midway in the production
region 0 < x < x peak , where x is the streamwise distance from the grid. However, the spatial
resolutions of their DNS have been shown by Ref. 22 to be insufficient in some respects and the
water channel experiments of Ref. 23 did not find evidence of such a scaling at that point. These
water channel experiments suffered from significant uncontrolled free-stream turbulence at the inlet
which could have affected the results of Ref. 23 in the production region. It is therefore important
to take wind tunnel measurements in the production region under cleaner conditions with very low
background turbulence and run DNS with the high resolution recommended by Ref. 22. In this paper,
we report results from such measurements and such DNS.
We follow Refs. 21 and 23 in that we do not use classical regular grids because the production
region of such grids is extremely short, in fact confined to the immediate neighbourhood of the
grids, and because the turbulence intensity in the production region of such grids is extremely high
(up to and above 20%). To facilitate the use of hot wire measurements and limit the demands on
our DNS resolution in the production region, we use four different passive grids of the types used
by Refs. 21 and 23–25 all designed such that the production region upstream of the decay region is
quite long and with moderate turbulence intensities.
We therefore conduct wind tunnel experiments of turbulence generated by two different fractal
grids (FSG8 and FSG17 in Figure 1 and Table I) and two different single mesh grids (RG230 and
SSG in Figure 1 and Table I). We also carry out DNSs of turbulence generated by the FSG8 and
SSG grids. We concentrate our attention on the streamwise centreline axis and record data starting
from very close to the grids at distances well below x peak to distances larger than x peak . This way
we are able to identify the closest point to the grids where −5/3 spectra appear in the frequency
domain and document the way they develop as functions of streamwise coordinate x and the way
they depend on Reynolds number. We also describe how the −5/3 range varies with streamwise
distance from the grid.
Our combined wind tunnel and DNS results show quite clearly that the −5/3 spectra originate
inside the production region x < x peak around a position x 53 rather close to the grid not only where
the velocity derivative statistics become quite suddenly isotropic but also where the turbulent fluctuating velocities are very intermittent and non-Gaussian. These −5/3 power laws are increasingly
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FIG. 1. Turbulence generating grids. From left to right, FSG8, FSG17, RG230, and SSG. The length L 0 and the thickness t 0
are defined in the pictures. The streamwise thickness of all the grids is 6 mm except for the FSG17 grid for which it is 5 mm.
All four grids were tested in the wind tunnel but direct numerical simulations were carried out only for FSG8 and SSG. The
thin supporting bars seen in the SSG figure were not included in the simulations. The figures are to scale and represent the
scaled-down size of the test section. There are N = 4 fractal iterations in FSG8 and FSG17. The side length of the repeated
squares is divided by 2 at each iteration. See Table I for more details.

well defined over an increasing range of frequencies for increasing inlet flow velocities U∞. But this
range also continuously decreases as x increases beyond x 53.
Furthermore, our DNS results show that the intermittency at x 53 consists of alternations between vortex tube clusters with shallow broad-band spectra and quiescent regions where the velocity fluctuations are smooth with steep energy spectra. The −5/3 frequency scaling of the energy
spectrum seems to originate in such an intermittent flow region.
In Secs. II and III, we present our experimental and computational setups and in Sec. IV, our
results. We conclude in Sec. V where we also formulate a few questions for the future, in particular
the implications of our results on wavenumber spectra. This is the topic of Appendix where this
paper’s DNS is used to investigate the Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experimental runs were conducted for each one of our grids (see Figure 1 and Table I) with
the grid placed at the test section entry of our 0.4572 m × 0.4572 m (18 in. × 18 in.) blow down
wind tunnel. The test section is 3.5 m long, and the background turbulence level at the wind tunnel
TABLE I. L 0 and t 0 are defined in Figure 1 and the wake-interaction length-scale x ∗ equals L 20/t 0 (see Ref. 26 where the
wake-interaction length-scale was introduced). Our fractal grids have N = 4 self-similar iterations and t r ≡ t 0/t N −1 where
1/(N −1)
t N −1 is the thickness of the smallest bars. The ratio between consecutive bar thicknesses is t r
. The thickness ratio t r
(trivially equal to 1 for RG230 and SSG) is given in the 3rd line of the table and the blockage ratio σ in the 4th. For SSG,
σ is 0.19 in the direct numerical simulation but 0.21 in the wind tunnel. The inlet flow velocities U∞ used with each grid
are given in the 5th line. All cases correspond to wind tunnel measurements except for the two U∞ = 1.176 m/s cases which
are direct numerical simulations. The 6th and last lines give the corresponding approximate values of x 53 (where the first
power-law spectrum with exponent close to −5/3 appears) in multiples of x ∗ and the corresponding values of Re λ at this
point. The streamwise distance x peak from the grid along the centreline where the r ms of the streamwise turbulent velocity
peaks is given in the 7th line and the distance from the grid beyond which the turbulence is approximately Gaussian is given
in the 8th line, both in multiples of x ∗ (values corresponding to the DNS in bold).
Grid
t 0 (mm)
L 0 (mm)
tr
σ
U∞ (m/s)
First −5/3(x ∗)
Peak u ′(x ∗)
First Gaussian (x ∗)
Re λ (5/3)

FSG8

FSG17

RG230

SSG

22.23
228.6
8
0.42
1.176/2.5/5/10
0.2/0.2/0.2/0.2
0.325
0.35
80/140/214/394

19.2
237.7
17
0.25
5/10
0.165/0.165
0.4136
0.5147
72/125

20.0
230.0
1
0.17
2.5/5/10
0.3/0.3/0.3
0.6
0.8
50/74/118

43.18
228.6
1
0.19/0.21
1.176/2.5/5/10
0.3/0.3/0.3/0.3
0.5
0.7
100/111/206/416
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speeds we applied is about 0.1%. A mesh is installed at the entrance of the diffuser to maintain a
slight over-pressure in the test section. The inlet velocity U∞ is controlled using the static pressure
difference across the 8:1 contraction, the temperature taken near the diffuser, and the atmospheric
pressure from a pressure gauge, all of which were measured using a Furness Controls micromanometer FCO510. The turbulence generating grids are shown in Figure 1 and the parameters
defining them are given in Table I. Note that all four grids have one large square in common which
is of approximate similar dimensions in all cases except for SSG where the thickness t 0 is about
double. This allows the SSG to return comparable local Reynolds numbers as the FSG8.
Measurements of the velocity signal were taken along the centreline using a DANTEC 55P01
hot-wire (5 µm in diameter with a sensing length of 1.25 mm), driven by a DANTEC Streamline anemometer with an in-built signal conditioner running in constant-temperature mode. The
spatial intervals of our measurements were such that there was increased resolution closer to the
grid specifically in the production region x < x peak compared to the decay region x > x peak . For
example, the spatial interval for the FSG8 grid was 0.02x ∗ for x ≤ 0.3x ∗, 0.05x ∗ for 0.35x ∗ ≤
x ≤ 0.5x ∗, and 0.1x ∗ for 0.6x ∗ ≤ x ≤ x ∗ (see Table I and its caption for a definition of x ∗ and for
values of x peak /x ∗). Data were sampled using a 16-bit National Instruments NI-6229(USB) data
acquisition card for 300 s at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz, with the analogue low-pass filter on
the Streamline set to 30 kHz. Each data set was then digitally filtered, using a fourth-order Butterworth filter to eliminate high frequency noise, at a frequency higher than 1.5 times the Kolmogorov
frequency.

III. NUMERICAL SETUP

DNSs were conducted only for the FSG8 and SSG grids (see Figure 1 and Table I where t 0 and
L 0 are also defined). The streamwise thickness for both grids is 0.25t 0. The computational domain
in the streamwise x and the two lateral y and z directions is L x × L y × L z = 16L 0 × 2L 0 × 2L 0
for the FSG8 and L x × L y × L z = 8L 0 × 2L 0 × 2L 0 for the SSG. It is discretized on a Cartesian
mesh using n y × nz = 720 × 720 mesh nodes in lateral planes and n x = 5761 and = 2881 in the
streamwise direction for the FSG8 and SSG, respectively. The coordinate system’s origin is placed
at the centre of the grid which is located at a distance of 1.25L 0 from the inlet of the computational
domain in order to avoid spurious interactions between the grid and the inlet condition.
We assume a fluid of uniform density and kinematic viscosity ν. Inflow/outflow boundary
conditions are used in the streamwise direction and periodic boundary conditions are used in the
two lateral directions. The inflow and initial conditions for the velocity field are u ≡ (u, v, w) =
(U∞, 0, 0) where U∞ is a constant streamwise velocity (u is the streamwise velocity component and
(v, w) are the two lateral velocity components corresponding to ( y, z)). The outflow condition is a
standard 1D convection equation.
We solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
1
∂u 1
+ (∇ · (u ⊗ u) + (u · ∇) u) = − ∇p + ν∆u + f,
∂t 2
ρ
∇·u=0

(1)
(2)

on a Cartesian mesh with our numerical code Incompact3d which is based on sixth-order compact
schemes for spatial discretization and a third order Adams-Bashforth scheme for time advancement. To treat the incompressibility condition, a fractional step method requires solving a Poisson
equation. This equation is fully solved in spectral space, via the use of relevant three-dimensional
(3D) fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). The pressure mesh is staggered from the velocity mesh by
half a mesh, to avoid spurious pressure oscillations. With the help of the concept of modified
wavenumber,27 the divergence-free condition is ensured up to machine accuracy. The modelling of
the grids is performed by an immersed boundary method, based on a direct forcing approach that
ensures zero-velocity boundary condition at the grid walls. This approach mimics the effects of a
solid surface on the fluid with an extra force f in the Navier-Stokes equations and takes advantage of
our particular Cartesian mesh which conforms with the geometry of the turbulence-generating grid.
This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded
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Full details about the code, its validations, and its application to grid-generated turbulence can be
found in Refs. 28 and 29.
The size of the present simulations is such that we have no alternative but to use the parallel
version of this code.30 Based on a highly scalable 2D decomposition library and a distributed FFT
interface, it is possible to use the code on thousands of computational cores (more details about this
efficient parallel strategy can be found in Ref. 30).
Data are collected after the turbulence downstream of the grid has been fully developed. The
data collection is over a period of 500 000 time steps with a time step of 0.000 139L 0/U∞ which
is the same as the time step of the simulation. The data are therefore collected over a duration
corresponding to 20 s in the wind tunnel experiment. The time step is small enough for the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number to be lower than 0.75 and for the smallest time scales
η/U∞ of our flows to be resolved. The spatial resolution has been investigated in detail in terms
of the Kolmogorov microscale η (the smallest length scale of the turbulence) in Ref. 22 where
successful quantitative comparisons between the present DNS and wind tunnel measurements are
also reported. Here, the spatial resolution ∆x = ∆ y = ∆z lies between 0.5η and 2η throughout the
domain.

IV. RESULTS

We start our investigations with examples in Figure 2 of streamwise mean flow velocity maps
obtained with our code upstream of but relatively close to the FSG8 grid. It is clear that the flow is
non-homogeneous close to the grid in the region where the turbulence is building up (see Figure 3).
One can also see that the imprint of the largest square of the fractal grid is noticeable in the mean
flow gradients up to above x = 0.4x ∗ (see Table I).
An example of how the local Reynolds number Re λ (based on the rms streamwise fluctuating
velocity and the Taylor microscale shown in Figure 3(b)) evolves along the centreline is given in
Figure 3(a). One can observe a clear peak value of Re λ demarcating the production region upstream
and the decay region downstream of the location of this peak. As expected, when the inlet velocity
is increased, the Taylor micro-scale is reduced. The turbulence intensity behaves in a very similar
way with the local Reynolds number Re λ and reaches a peak (at x peak ) which is under 15% for the
FSG8 and SSG grids and under 8% for the other two grids. The measurements were taken along
the centreline and therefore never behind an obstructing bar (see Figure 1) so that there were no
recirculating flow problems.

FIG. 2. Streamwise mean flow velocity maps for our FSG8 simulation (see Table I). The top map corresponds to the y = 0
centre-plane. The four bottom maps correspond to lateral (y, z) planes at, from left to right, x = 0.1x ∗, x = 0.2x ∗, x = 0.3x ∗,
and x = 0.4x ∗ (see definition of x ∗ and comparisons with other meaningful lengths in Table I).
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FIG. 3. Wind tunnel measurements with the FSG8 grid on the centreline. (Left) Streamwise evolution of Re λ along the
centreline at U∞ = 10 m/s. The black circles correspond to locations x = 0.18x ∗, x = 0.26x ∗, and x = 0.4x ∗ which are
analysed in more detail in Figures 4 and 6. (Right) Streamwise evolution of the Taylor microscale along the centreline at
U∞ = 2.5, 5, and 10 m/s (  = 10 m/s,  = 5 m/s, ⃝ = 2.5 m/s).

A thorough examination of streamwise fluctuating velocity component energy spectra E11( f ) at
many x-locations along the centreline revealed that these frequency spectra adopt, from a location
x 53 onwards (i.e., x ≥ x 53), a well-defined power-law shape close to f −5/3 over a significant range
of frequencies f (we record x 53 in Table I for all our grids). An example of the way in which
the spectra progressively shape up as x grows towards x 53 is given in Figure 4. Energy seems to

FIG. 4. Compensated energy spectra E 11( f )St 5/3U∞/(t 0u ′2) (where u ′ is the rms streamwise fluctuating velocity) versus
the non-dimensional frequency St where St = f t 0/U∞. The spectra have been shifted along the vertical axis for clarity of
presentation. From bottom to top, the spectra correspond to x/x ∗ = 0.1, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.18, 0.2. FSG8 grids, U∞ = 10 m/s
and x 53/x ∗ = 0.2.
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progressively fill the gap between the vortex shedding frequencies, and the frequencies were St > 1
leading, at x = x 53, to a well-defined f −5/3 power-law spectrum. The location x 53 differs for fractal
and non-fractal grids: it is more or less between 0.16x ∗ and 0.2x ∗ for the fractal grids and around
0.3x ∗ for the RG230 and SSG grids (see Table I). Interestingly, x 53 is about the same for all the
values of U∞ that we tried, between 2.5 m/s and 10 m/s in the wind tunnel and U∞ = 1.176 m/s in
our simulations (see Table I).
An example of E11( f ) at x ≈ x 53 is given in Figure 4 where we also plot E11( f ) at two values of
x larger than x 53, one at x = 0.26x ∗ where Re λ reaches its maximum along the centreline and one at
x = 0.4x ∗ which is in the decay region but where Re λ is still larger than at x ≈ x 53 (see Figure 3).
The position x 53 where a spectrum close to f −5/3 first appears is, for all grid cases, in the production
region, i.e., where x < x peak . As x increases beyond x 53, the range over which the −5/3 spectrum
is present diminishes (see Figure 5(a)) even if Re λ does not diminish (Figure 3). In fact, depending
on grid and inlet velocity U∞, the value of Re λ at position x 53 can take a variety of values over a
wide range (from 80 to about 400 for the cases recorded in Table I). The local Reynolds number
Re λ therefore seems to play a limited role here. It is the inlet Reynolds number based on U∞ which
seems to determine the extent of the f −5/3 spectrum. An example of this phenomenon is clear in
Figure 5(c) where, at a fixed value of x close to x 53, the part of E11( f ) which is close to f −5/3 gets
closer to such a power law over a wider range of frequencies as U∞ increases.
Turning now to the magnitude, rather than the frequency extent, of the spectrum, Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) show that it is not captured by Kolmogorov scaling and the Taylor frozen turbulence
hypothesis which is required to translate this scaling into the frequency domain. Indeed, the
′2
power-law part of the spectrum scales as U∞ E11( f ) ∼ u2/3 ( f /U∞)−5/3 (see Figure 5(a)) and not
t0

uE11( f ) ∼ ϵ 2/3( f /u)−5/3 (see Figure 5(b)) which does not collapse the data as well. In Appendix,

FIG. 5. Wind tunnel measurements with the FSG8 grid. (a) Log-log plot of compensated energy spectra
E 11( f )St 5/3U∞/(t 0u ′2) (where u ′ is the r ms streamwise fluctuating velocity) versus the non-dimensional frequency St
where St = f t 0/U∞. U∞ = 10 m/s. The three curves correspond to the three centreline positions x marked with black circles
in Figure 2. The curve with the most intense peak at St close to 10−1 and with the most energy at the highest frequencies is
for x = 0.18x ∗ (in blue). The curve without a peak at St close to 10−1 and with the least energy at the highest frequencies is
for x = 0.4x ∗ (in red). The other curve is for x = 0.26x ∗ (in green). (b) Same as (a) but the log-log plot is now of compensated
energy spectra u E 11( f )ϵ −2/3( f /u)5/3 versus k = f /u where u(x) is the streamwise mean flow velocity at x. (c) Log-log plot
of E 11( f )St 5/3 versus St at x = 0.2x ∗ for U∞ = 2.5 m/s (blue), 5 m/s (green), and 10 m/s (red).
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FIG. 6. Local isotropy diagnostics obtained from our high-resolution simulations for the FSG8 (left) and SSG (right) grids.
K1 =

2⟨(∂u/∂ x)2⟩
,
⟨(∂v /∂ x)2⟩

K2 =

2⟨(∂u/∂ x)2⟩
,
⟨(∂w/∂ x)2⟩

K3 =

2⟨(∂u/∂ x)2⟩
,
⟨(∂u/∂ y)2⟩

K4 =

2⟨(∂u/∂ x)2⟩
,
⟨(∂u/∂z)2⟩

K5 =

⟨(∂u/∂ x)2⟩
,
⟨(∂v /∂ y)2⟩

K6 =

⟨(∂u/∂ x)2⟩
.
⟨(∂w/∂z)2⟩

we show that the Taylor hypothesis can anyway not be justifiably used at normalised frequencies St
smaller than about 1 or 2 at the flow locations considered here.
The appearance around x 53 of spectra which include a power law form close to f −5/3 is accompanied by a rather sudden collapse of all small-scale isotropy indicators K n to values close to the
isotropic value 1 (see Figure 6). The definition of the ratios K n (originally introduced by Ref. 31)
is given in the caption of Figure 6. They are very commonly used as local isotropy diagnostics
(e.g., see Ref. 32). It is striking how the values of K n cluster around 1 at x ≥ 0.3x ∗ in the SSG case
(Figure 6, left) but at x ≥ 0.18x ∗ in the FSG8 case (Figure 6, right), particularly because power law
spectra with exponents close to −5/3 appear at x ≈ 0.3x ∗ in the SSG case but at x ≈ 0.2x ∗ in the
FSG8 case. The appearance of such spectra seems to be correlated with the appearance of small
scale isotropy close to the grid, i.e., at a distance between 1.5 and 2 times L 0 from the grid.
Even though the small scale turbulence appears locally isotropic at x 53 and further downstream,
the fluctuating velocities are not Gaussian in the production region x < x peak (x 53 is smaller than
x peak by a factor between 1.5 and 2, see Table I) and their probability density functions (PDFs) start
approximating a Gaussian only at a distance x slightly larger than x peak (see Table I). In Figure 7,
we plot examples of fluctuating streamwise velocity signals and their PDFs at the three positions

FIG. 7. Wind tunnel measurements with the FSG8 grid at U∞ = 10 m/s. (Left) Time traces of fluctuating streamwise velocities
(u = U − u) corresponding to, from top to bottom, the three centreline positions x marked with black circles in Figure 3.
(Right) Log-linear plot of the PDFs of these streamwise fluctuating velocity components with a Gaussian curve for reference.
The PDF closest to the Gaussian is for x = 0.4x ∗ and corresponds to the bottom left trace on the left (in red). The PDF with
the widest discrepancy from the Gaussian is for x = 0.18x ∗ and corresponds to the top left trace on the left (in blue). The
PDF in between is for x = 0.26x ∗ and corresponds to the middle trace on the left (in green).
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FIG. 8. Wind tunnel measurements with the FSG8 grid at U∞ = 10 m/s. Skewness (left) and flatness (right) of the fluctuating
streamwise velocity component as functions of normalised streamwise distance x/x ∗ from the grid.

marked with black circles in Figure 3. In terms of K n , there is local isotropy at all three locations,
yet the turbulence is widely non-Gaussian at x = 0.18x ∗ (which is very close or even corresponds
to x 53 for this particular grid) and significantly non-Gaussian at x = 0.26x ∗ where Re λ peaks (see
Figure 3) and starts approximating a Gaussian at x = 0.4x ∗ which is larger than x peak for this grid
(FSG8). Plots of the skewness and the flatness of the fluctuating streamwise velocity for the FSG8
grid suggest that the turbulence is Gaussian upstream of x/x ∗ = 0.4 as shown in Figure 8. Indeed
at x ≥ 0.4x ∗, the skewness is zero and the flatness is equal to 3, as expected when the PDF of the
streamwise turbulence intensity is Gaussian. It is interesting that the close to −5/3 power-law form
of the spectrum originates at a location relatively near the turbulence-generating grid where the
turbulence is so non-Gaussian. What does this non-Gaussianity correspond to?
To answer this question, we use our DNS because it provides access to 3D velocity and
vorticity fields. In Figure 9, we show a time-trace of the derivative with respect to the streamwise
coordinate of the fluctuating streamwise velocity component and a time-trace of the streamwise
fluctuating velocity component, both at x = 0.3x ∗ (i.e., x ≈ x 53) on the centreline for the SSG. The
alternation between quiescent regions such as Q1 and Q2 and regions with intense and irregular
local fluctuations such as I1 and I2 is clear. In fact, the top plot in Figure 9 distinguishes between
intense and quiescent events particularly clearly. The actual extent of each event does not matter
much, as the high frequencies are present regardless of the choice of this extent, and changing it will
mainly change the low frequency part of the spectra at the bottom of Figure 9. These are the energy
spectra in the frequency domain of Q1 and I1 on the left and of Q2 and I2 on the right. The extent
of these events is such that the range of frequencies shown in their energy spectra is comparable. We
find that the quiescent events have a very steep spectra fluctuating around f −6 and no energy content
for normalised frequencies St ≡ f t 0/U∞ larger than about 7 or 8. A slope steeper than −4 implies
that there are no singularities in the fluctuating velocity signal or its first derivative, in agreement
with the fact that the signals at the quiescent regions are quite smooth. The intense events have
much more fluctuating energy than the quiescent regions and much shallower spectra over a wider
range of frequencies, in fact shallower than f −2. The spectrum of the entire signal is included in
the plots for comparison and it exhibits a sufficiently well-defined f −5/3 spectrum from St ≈ 0.3 to
St ≈ 6. The spectra of the intense events are not all the same but they do seem to oscillate around a
power law close to f −5/3 between St ≈ 1 and St ≈ 6, in particular for I2. It is clear that the resulting
f −5/3 spectrum of the entire signal would be impossible without them.
To see what these intense events correspond to, we plot in Figure 9 3D visualisations of the
enstrophy field in a region of the flow centred around x = 0.3x ∗ on the centreline. This is the
location where the data for Figure 9 have been recorded in time. Figure 10 shows the enstrophy field
at different times within the time frame of intense event I2 (see Figure 9). It can be seen that this
intense event corresponds to the passage of a cluster of entangled intense vortex tubes. Similar 3D
enstrophy visualisations corresponding to Q1 and Q2 do not show anything unless the enstrophy
iso-contour level is taken to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than in Figure 10. The
−5/3 frequency spectrum and the local isotropy (Figure 6) which first appear at x = x 53, relatively
close to the grid, and which survive downstream (albeit over a diminishing range of frequencies
for the spectrum) have their origin in such vortex tube clusters. These vortex tube clusters originate
from the wakes of the bars making the grid. However, we checked that energy spectra recorded at
positions inside these wakes, i.e., in the lee of the blocking bars, do not have as well-defined −5/3
spectra as on the centreline. We also checked that the turbulent fluctuating velocities in these wakes
are also much closer to Gaussian than they are on the centreline at comparable values of x.
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FIG. 9. DNS of turbulent flow generated by SSG (see Table I and Figure 1). (Top) Normalised derivative with respect to the
−u) t mi n
streamwise coordinate of the fluctuating streamwise velocity component ∂(U
∂x
U∞ (where u is the time-average of U and
u ′ is the r ms of U − u) at x = 0.3x ∗ as a function of time in seconds (t 0/U∞ ≈ 0.037 s). (Middle) Normalised fluctuating
streamwise velocity component (U − u)/U∞ as a function of time in seconds. Intense events I1 and I2 (in blue) and quiescent
regions Q1 and Q2 (in red) are identified in the plot. (Bottom) Log-log plots of normalised spectra E 11( f )/(U∞t 0) versus
St = f t 0/U∞ for the entire signal (in black) and for (left) I1 and Q1 and (right) I2 and Q2. The dashed lines correspond to
St −5/3 and to St −6. The spectra of I1 and I2 (in blue) have much more energy than the spectra of Q1 and Q2 (in red).

One important side implication of the work in Ref. 8 which we referred to in the Introduction
is that the k −5/3 spectrum is not specific to fully developed small-scale turbulence but can also
be found in other flows. Power-law energy spectra have indeed been found in the very near wake
of cylinders (within one to a few cylinder diameters from the cylinder, see Refs. 33 and 34), but
the power-law exponent is not quite −5/3 though not too far from it either. Directly inspired by
Lundgren’s8 work, Refs. 35 and 36 created a spiral vortex flow in a laminar environment in the
laboratory. Their flow was cyclical in time, alternating between a very well defined spiral vortex
sheet and a vortex burst, and the resulting time-averaged energy spectrum had a relatively clear
−5/3 power-law shape over a significant range. It may be that something similar is happening with
the present vortex tube clusters which are found at a position where the turbulence is not fully
developed, midway between the turbulence-generating grid and the position x peak of the turbulence intensity peak. However, the −5/3 power-law scaling of energy spectra appears to be a wider
phenomenon as such spectra have also been found in solutions of conservative and time-reversible
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FIG. 10. DNS of turbulent flow generated by SSG (see Table I and Figure 1). Visualisations of the enstrophy iso-contours
equal to 0.6(U∞/t 0)2, corresponding to 60% of the maximum value of the enstrophy in the cube over the time considered.
The visualised 3D box is centred at x = 0.3x ∗, y = 0, z = 0, which is the position where Figure 9 was recorded, and extends
by ±0.125L 0 in the x directions and by ±0.075L 0 in the other two directions. There are eight visualised 3D boxes, each one
corresponding to a different time within the time frame of I2 in Figure 9.

truncated 3D incompressible Euler equations (see Ref. 37). This aspect of the problem requires a
full investigation of its own and will be the object of a future publication.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

On the centreline of grid-generated turbulence with grids where the centreline runs midway
between solid bars, the f −5/3 energy spectrum originates at a point x 53 in the production region,
about midway between the grid and the position x peak of the turbulence intensity peak. The f −5/3
spectrum is increasingly well-defined over an increasing range of frequencies for higher inlet velocities U∞ and remains present, albeit over a continuously diminishing range of frequencies, with
increasing downstream distance from x 53. The turbulence becomes suddenly locally isotropic at
x 53, i.e., the velocity derivative indicators K n are different from 1 for x < x 53 but equal to 1 for
x ≥ x 53. The combined appearance of local isotropy and of a near-5/3 power-law spectrum at x 53
happens irrespective of the local value of Re λ . This should not be confused with a Kolmogorov
spectrum because Figure 5(a) shows clearly that the power-law part of the spectrum scales as
′2
U∞ E11( f ) ∼ u2/3 ( f /U∞)−5/3 and not uE11( f ) ∼ ϵ 2/3( f /u)−5/3 which we also tried (see Figure 5(b))
t0

and which does not collapse the data. The −5/3 power-law frequency spectrum results from clusters
of elongated vortices interwoven with each other and the intermittency of their appearance.
Power-law energy spectra with −5/3 power-law exponents are predicted by Kolmogorov
phenomenology (see Ref. 32) for wavenumber spectra, not frequency spectra. Frequency spectra
with −5/3 power-law shapes are usually derived from Kolmogorov wavenumber spectra either
when the Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis can be invoked (see Ref. 38) or when random advection of inertial-scale eddies by large-scale motions is fast enough.39 In the Appendix, we briefly
investigate the Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis in our DNS flows and find that in the streamwise
locations where the data for this paper’s figures have been recorded the Taylor frozen turbulence
hypothesis can only be approximately applied at frequencies f t 0/U∞ larger than about 1 or 2. The
frequency U∞/t 0 falls about the centre of the frequency range where the f −5/3 spectrum is observed
(see Figure 5).
The position x 53 is one where the turbulence is very non-Gaussian and characterised by intermittent appearances of clusters of intense entangled vortex tubes. It is hard to imagine such vortex
tube tangles being dynamically passive. One should therefore not expect the −5/3 frequency spectra
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to translate into −5/3 wavenumber spectra in the production region, not only because of the dynamic nature of the vortex tangle but also because of the inhomogeneity of the flow in that region.
Further downstream beyond x peak where the turbulence is more homogeneous (see Refs. 13 and
26) and where the Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis holds, k −5/3 energy wavenumber spectra
have been observed in turbulent flows such as the ones studied here.16,26 The question which therefore now arises is whether these −5/3 wavenumber spectra in the approximately homogeneous
and Gaussian decay region originate from the −5/3 frequency spectra in the inhomogeneous and
non-Gaussian production region. Also, now we know that the −5/3 frequency spectra in the inhomogeneous and non-Gaussian production region result from the intense vortex clusters which are
present there, intermittently, an equally important question to understand exactly how.
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APPENDIX: TAYLOR’S FROZEN TURBULENCE HYPOTHESIS

The Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis permits a direct linear relation between wavenumber
and frequency spectra. Since its introduction by Ref. 40 nearly eighty years ago, its validity has
been a constant research theme in the turbulence community with important contributions made,
for example, by Refs. 41 and 38 (see also Ref. 42). Spatial inhomogeneities and anisotropies have
been identified as significant factors limiting the validity of Taylor’s hypothesis. More recently,
the advent of DNSs has provided the opportunity to use spatio-temporal DNS data to assess this
hypothesis. A number of such DNS studies have already been published with significant results, see,
for example, Ref. 43 for spatially evolving isotropic turbulence, Ref. 44 for turbulent channel flow,
and Ref. 45 for grid turbulence.
The DNS study of Ref. 45 reports good agreement between spatially and temporally averaged
statistics beyond a relatively short distance downstream of the grid. Their grid is different from ours
and from grids used in actual wind tunnel experiments. Also, the distance where they find that these
two types of averages coincide is further downstream from the distances of interest in the present
paper.
In this Appendix, we use the DNS described in Sec. III to calculate two-point two-time correlation functions downstream of grids FSG8 and SSG along the centreline region 0.1x ∗ ≤ x ≤ x ∗.
This region includes parts of the production region 0 < x < x peak , the peak of turbulence intensity,
and the near field decay region x peak < x < x ∗. The use of such correlations to assess Taylor’s
hypothesis has already been made by Ref. 46 and Ref. 43 amongst others.
The actual two-point two-time correlation function that we calculate is
C(x, δx, δt) ≡ 

⟨u(x,t)u(x + δx,t + δt)⟩
⟨u(x,t)2⟩⟨u(x + δx,t + δt)2⟩

,

where u is the streamwise fluctuating velocity component and the averages are taken over time t.
An example of this correlation is plotted as a function of normalised time difference δtU∞/t 0 in
Figure 11 (left). This correlation function is taken at x = 0.3x ∗ on the centreline downstream of
SSG and is plotted for five different streamwise separations δx = 0.235t 0, 0.470t 0, 0.94t 0, 1.88t 0, and
3.76t 0. Note that x = 0.3x ∗ is the streamwise centreline distance from the SSG grid with the best
defined −5/3 frequency spectrum and that it is also the closest distance from the grid with a −5/3
spectrum.
x, t+δt)⟩
Given a spatial separation δx, the position of the maximum of √ ⟨u(x, t)u(x+δ
gives the
2
2
⟨u(x, t) ⟩⟨u(x+δ x, t+δt) ⟩

time lag δt = δt ma x (x, δx) for which the correlation is maximum. The right plot in Figure 11 shows
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x, t +δ t )⟩
FIG. 11. Left: The correlation function C(x, δ x, δt) = √ ⟨u(x, t )u(x+δ
2

⟨u(x, t ) ⟩⟨u(x+δ x, t +δ t )2⟩

for five different δ x = 0.235t 0, 0.470t 0,

0.94t 0, 1.88t 0, and 3.76t 0 and x = 0.3x ∗ on the centreline downstream of SSG. Right: Relation between δ x/u and δt at the
maxima of C(x, δ x, δt) at the same location x = 0.3x ∗ (u is the local mean streamwise velocity).

FIG. 12. Estimation of the validity of Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis via iso-contours of C(x, δ x, δt ma x (x, δ x))
plotted here as functions of x/x ∗ and δ x/t 0. (Left) SSG and (right) FSG8 (see Figure 1 and Table I for details on SSG and
FSG8).

that this time lag is approximately equal to δx/u, where u(x) is the streamwise mean flow velocity at
x = 0.3x ∗. This approximation is good for δtU∞/t 0 < 1. For larger time lags, δt ma x is smaller than
δx/u but remains an increasing function of δx/u.
In Figure 12, we plot iso-contours of the maximum correlation C(x, δx, δt ma x (x, δx)) as functions of x/x ∗ and δx/t 0. Our results show that C(x, δx, δt ma x (x, δx)) is larger than 0.9 at all values
of x/x ∗ for δx/t 0 < 0.4 in the SSG case and for δx/t 0 < 1 in the FSG8 case. Two conclusions can
clearly be made from these results. First, in the streamwise locations where the data for this paper’s
figures have been recorded, the Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis can only be approximately
applied at frequencies f t 0/U∞ larger than about 1 or 2. And second, the Taylor frozen turbulence
hypothesis is much better obeyed in the very near field of FSG8 than in the very near field of SSG.
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